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Style Fit Smart Package to PURE Bike  
 

The "Smart Package" for the Stil-Fit
Ergometer PURE is aimed at customers
who want to get even more out of their
training, are interested in technology,
apps, etc., and want to track their
performance progress. Set personal goals,
track performance development, export
data, race, and much more - all possible
with the "Smart Package".

 CHF 249.00  
      

      

STIL-FIT has developed its own app with which you can motivate, save all training data for the day and
much more. You can also connect your Apple Watch to the app and control the cardio program with
your pulse values. The data transfer to Apple Health is included.

With the optionally available Stil-Fit Smart package, the STIL-FIT PURE ergometer is compatible with
the Stil-Fit APP and various training apps such as Kinomap, Zwift, Rouvy and BKool. Enjoy a ride on
Mallorca's coastal roads, battle your way through the Alps or race with thousands of other users
worldwide. When connected to Kinomap, pedaling resistance adjusts to the route profile.

The Stil-Fit APP provides the perfect support to achieve long-term health goals and offers additional
ways to experience the workout. Varied training programs, setting individual goals, tracking performance
development and exporting training data are made possible by the Stil-Fit APP.

Apple Watch compatibility. Thanks to the STIL-FIT Apple Watch app, heart rate measurement can be
done via the Apple Watch (no need for another heart rate monitor). The training data is synchronized
live with Apple Health during the workout and stored in the Apple Watch

The Smart Package for the Stil-Fit PURE ergometers includes

The STIL-FIT Ergometer PURE Tablet Mount - the advanced tablet mount is the perfect addition
if you want to use the Kinomap, Zwift or Rouvy fitness apps. It allows you to use the console as a
gear shift while the tablet is placed on the cockpit. (Tablet not included)
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The purchased "Smart Package" will be unlocked via an online form on the STIL-FIT homepage. Within
24h the user gets unrestricted access to all features.
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